Our most advanced elevator dispatching system

CompassPlus destination management enhances people’s overall experience of your building. Our most advanced elevator dispatching system yet, CompassPlus acts like a virtual concierge, directing passengers where they need to go. Its high-end design adds to your building’s look, and its pioneering technology gets passengers to their destinations with less waiting and fewer stops than conventional dispatching systems – and some reporting 50 percent faster.

Install CompassPlus early in the modernization process

Install this advanced, high-performance system at the start of the elevator modernization to enhance the passenger experience from Day One. Installing CompassPlus early in the process can minimize the disruption typically felt during a modernization. It’s quick, well engineered, and typically switched on during a weekend to further minimize the impact on your tenants.

Modernization shaped by you

Modernization is all about a carefully engineered and seamless transition to a new world of possibilities. You gain the quality and style of our modern aesthetics plus adaptable fixtures that can be mounted and located to match your existing lobbies.

Seamless security

You also get easy security integration. CompassPlus is designed to be extremely flexible and interfaces with numerous security providers. The system can accommodate built-in or external security ID readers. The only thing we’ve left out is compromise.